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LIFT ME OFF’S (LMO) goal is to help ensure that Space remains a safe & sustainable place for all. To 

achieve this, LMO is focusing initially on designing key technologies for the in-orbit servicing ecosystem: 

a reconfigurable, refuellable and scalable propulsion subsystem, and the computer vision capacity 

required to enable rendezvous and proximity operations enabling later autonomous manoeuvres 

between spacecrafts in space.  

In propulsion LMO designs, develops & builds chemical propulsion system using green propellants 

mostly applicable for small satellites in the 6 kg to 500 kg range.  These systems are high impulse, low 

power and low cost to provide an agile system for re-orbiting and end-of-life de-orbiting, mitigating 

debris. 

The propulsion systems designed by LMO are all modular and reconfigurable on-orbit enabling them to 

be used for multiple mission applications. This is key for on-orbit servicing where mission operations 

may change based on the servicing application. In fact, LMO systems are being designed to implement 

refuellable capabilities to enable multiple missions.   

As part of their propulsion technology LMO develops thrust vectoring e technologies for chemical rocket 

engines from 100mN up to 22N to facilitate complex rendezvous & proximity operations.  The gimbal 

technology is also key for rotating the axis of thrust towards a new centre of gravity when a servicing 

vehicle attaches to an object on-orbit.  This enables small satellites to attach to larger items which would 

create a large centre of gravity offset. 

In the field of computer vision LMO is design and developing a complete on-orbit situational awareness 

suite to enable autonomous guided navigation during approach and escape from the target object.  

LMO’s technology development will identify objects at distance and then define the approach trajectory 

necessary.  At closer distances LMO’s computer vision technology developments are targeting to 

identify the various features of the object enabling for an autonomous docking manoeuvre to be 

executed. 

LMO’s combined technology developments will offer intelligent on-orbit servicing solutions in the fields 

of Transportation, Manufacturing, Refuelling, Recovery & Repair. 

Together with this, LMO’s technologies are perfectly suitable to be provided as independent subsystems 

for servicing and non-servicing missions.   

 


